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Genomes of organisms contain a variety of repeated structures of various length and type, interspersed or
tandem. Tandem repeats play important role in molecular biology as they are related to genetic backgrounds
of inherited diseases, and also they can serve as markers for DNA mapping and DNA fingerprinting.
Improving the efficiency of algorithms for searching for tandem repeats in DNA sequences can lead to many
useful applications in the area of genomics.
We introduce a very efficient, web-based tool for large scale searching for exact tandem repeats in genomes,
based on the use of the Burrows–Wheeler Transform. The service is a remarkably efficient and powerful
application that allows analyzing complete genomes without any restrictions. The Burrows–Wheeler
Tandem Repeat Searcher (BWtrs) is an on-line application that searches for the exact occurrences of tandem
repetitions in DNA sequences. The BWtrs service is freely available at: http://bioinfo.polsl.pl/BWtrs.
We present examples of the use of our web application and we compare results of our computations with the
results obtained by using other existing tools for searches for exact tandem repeats.
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1. Introduction

DNA tandem repeats are adjacent, repeating patterns in genomic
sequences. Repeating patterns, also called motifs, can be of different
lengths and repetitions can involve their exact or approximate copies.
DNA tandem repeats are classified into subtypes, depending on the
length of the repeatingmotif. Repeats of motifs of length 10 or shorter
are called short tandem repeats (STR) or microsatellites [1] and
repeats of motifs of longer lengths (10–60 nucleotides) are called
minisatellites [2].

Tandem repeats are important loci in DNA. They can play
functional roles in genomes as parts of regulatory or promoter
regions in DNA, some of tandem repeats are parts of coding regions of
genes [3]. Tandem repeats have been proven to be related to several
genetically inherited diseases [4]. Tandem repeats of motifs of
different lengths are abundant in genomes, which makes them very
useful as genetic markers. They are therefore used in many
experimental techniques in molecular biology, for example in
forensics medicine for genetic fingerprinting of individuals, in
parental tests, in genomics for tagging loci in the DNA [5,6], as
molecular markers for cancer [7,8]. Also several population genetic
studies were based on data on tandem repeats in genomes of
organisms [9–11].
Since data on tandem repeats in the DNA sequences are
extensively used in many researches, there is a need for developing
efficient methods and algorithms for searching for tandem repeats in
genomic sequences. There are already many algorithms and services
for searching for tandem repeats in DNA sequences published in the
literature [12–17]. Also some studies were published devoted to
surveys of the existing methods of searching for tandem repeats and
comparisons between different approaches [18,19]. Algorithms and
programs for searching for tandem repeats can be divided into two
groups, those for searching for approximate copies of repeating units
and those for searching for exact tandem repeats of motifs. Algorithms
for searching for approximate tandem repeats are based on different
measures of repeatability of DNA sequences, like autocorrelation
distance between sequences or transforming nucleotide symbols to
numerical values and then using frequency domain analyses. The
advantage of such algorithms is that they are able to search for
arbitrary long repeating motifs. They can be also very efficient with
respect to computational time. Drawbacks of such algorithms are (i)
they are likely to overlook repeats of short motifs, and (ii) different
algorithms lead to different results of searches for approximate
tandem repeats. Large group of algorithms base on searching for
tandem repeats by using text searching tools. In such algorithms
searching can involve both exact and approximate copies of a motif.
Since the searched motif is not known a priori, then multiple searches
must be conducted. For such algorithms, computational time,
especially for longer motifs, can be very long. Algorithms also use
different auxiliary conditions, e.g., for excluding some (less
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important) tandem repeats, which leads to differences in outcomes of
different algorithms. Merkel and Gemell [18] applying seven different
algorithms for searching for tandem repeats, for the DNA sequence
from yeast, observed large differences in their performances.

1.1. Contribution of the present paper

In this paper we present a new, very efficient, web-based
application for large scale exact searches for all tandem repeats in
genomic sequences, based on the idea of backward search with the
Burrows–Wheeler Transform (BWT) algorithm [20]. The Burrows–
Wheeler Transform is an efficient data compression algorithm, which
recently gains an increasing interest in the aspect of applications in
genomics [21]. Our algorithm allows for listing all occurrences of exact
tandem repeats in a given string of length n in O(n log n) time. Our
web site for searching for tandem repeats uses a modified version of
the algorithm described by Pokrzywa [22]. It uses efficient string
indexing structure by Ferragina and Manzini [23] for searching for the
occurrences of so called rearmost tandem repeats that are then used
to list the locations of the desire preferred tandem repeats, namely,
the maximal tandem repeats of the primitive motif.

We briefly describe the main idea of the Burrows–Wheeler
Transform, the algorithm [22] of searching for tandem repeats and
some modifications of this algorithm which allow for searching for
tandem repeats at the genome-wide scale. Then we present the
functionality of our Internet application, BWtrs. Finally, we show
examples of the use of our web application and we compare results of
our computations with the results obtained by using existing, most
often applied tools for searches for exact tandem repeats [24].

1.2. Overview of the related literature

A method for detecting all tandem repeats in the sequence on
length n, with the time complexity O(n log n) was already presented
by Stoye and Gusfield [25]. This method was based on using suffix
trees. However, memory capacity requirements of this algorithm
make it difficult for application for large genomic sequences. Also,
according to our knowledge, there is no available application for
searching for DNA tandem repeats based on the algorithm by Stoye
and Gusfield [25].

Abouelhoda et al. [26] presented the space efficient data structure,
namely the enhanced suffix array (a suffix array enhanced with the
table of longest common prefixes). It enables replacing a bottom-up
traversal of a suffix tree approach by a corresponding algorithm that is
based on an enhanced suffix array. Abouelhoda et al. [26] demon-
strated the application of the enhanced suffix array to the problem of
tandem repeats identification using the idea of Stoye and Gusfield
[25]. The algorithm by Abouelhoda et al. is implemented in the
program Vmatch [27] that allows to compute all, so called, branching
tandem repeats in O(n log n) time. The application of the enhanced
suffix array leads to the optimization of thememory capacity since the
algorithm requires 9n bytes.

Kolpakov and Kucherov [28] addressed the question of finding all
maximal repeats in a word in a linear time. They used a combinatorial
result asserting that the number of maximal repetitions in a word is
linearly bounded. They presented an algorithm finding all occurrences
of tandem repeats in a string S of length n in O(n) time. The proposed
approach use the so called s-factorization method and a suffix tree-
like index structure. The computer program based on this algorithm,
mreps, turned out to be very fast but it suffers the same limitation as
the algorithm by Stoye and Gusfield [25], namely the high memory
requirements. Another serious limitation of themreps program is that
it is restricted to process only DNA sequences containing symbols A, C,
G or T. One additional symbol is allowed but its percentage must be
lower than 5% in all frames, whichmakes analyzes at the chromosome
scale impossible (or very difficult). As a consequence, mreps does not
handle special IUPAC characters (like N, S, Y, W, R, K, V, B, D, H, M)
describing subsets of the DNA alphabet [29]. The naïve workaround of
this limitation either by replacing each unsupported symbol with A, C,
T, or G, or by deleting unsupported symbols lead to incorrect results.
The four-symbol limitation of mreps is caused by the fact of using the
suffix tree index structure as the first step of the algorithm.

The program Sputnik [24] implemented the first combinatorial
approach to find tandem repeats based on repeated motif size. The
recursive algorithm of Sputnik uses sliding window to detect repeats
of length 1–5 bp (base pairs) by scanning through the sequence and
checking subsequent bases for repeats. Despite its simplicity and
limitation of themotif size Sputnik is very efficient and is often used in
many researches. Since Sputnik is not available as an Internet service,
researchers implement the Sputnik program code available from the
author website. Additionally to the basic version, Morgante et al. [30]
improved the performance and capacity of the original release of the
Sputnik and later La Rota et al. [31] developed some output flexibility
of the program code.

2. Implementation

2.1. Definitions

Our notation is as follows. Let Σ be a totally ordered set, called an
alphabet. A string S[1, n] is an ordered list of n characters from the
alphabet Σ. S[i] is a character at position i in the string S. For any string
S, S[i, j] denotes a substring of S that starts at position i and ends at
position j of S. In particular, S[1, i] is called a prefix of S that ends at
position i and S[i, n] is called a suffix of S that begins at position i. A
suffix array [32] for a given string S of length n is denoted by Pos. It is
an array of integers in the range 1 to n, specifying the lexicographical
order of all the suffixes of the string S. By |a| wemean the length of the
string a.

A tandem repeat, denoted byα, is an array of consecutive, adjacent
repeats of a motif β. In other words, tandem repeat is a nonempty
string α over the alphabet ∑ that can be written as α=ββ…β. The
motif β is called primitive if it is not a tandem repeat by itself. The
occurrence of a tandem repeat α in the string S is called left-maximal
if it cannot be extended into left, that is, the character preceding the
tandem repeat α is different than the last character of α [25]. The
right-maximal tandem repeat is defined in analogous way. A tandem
repeat is called maximal if it is both left-maximal and right-maximal,
i.e., it cannot be extended at either direction.

The algorithm presented here relies on the notion of the rearmost
tandem repeat, defined as the suffix ββ of the maximal tandem repeat
α. The key observation is that the character following the rearmost
tandem array in S is different than the first character of β [22].

2.2. Methods

The Burrows–Wheeler Transform of S, denoted by Bwt, is
constructed as follows [20]. Append a symbol $ to the end of the
input string S. The symbol $ is a special character that does not appear
in S. Form the conceptual matrix (n+1)×(n+1) whose rows are
cyclic shifts (rotations) of S$. Finally, sort the rows of the conceptual
matrix in the lexicographic order. The characters of the last column of
the matrix form the Bwt string. Equivalently, the Burrows–Wheeler
Transform of S can be obtained recursively, i=0, 1, .., n, as Bwt[i]=$
when Pos[i]=0 and Bwt[i]=S[Pos[i]−1]. The Burrows–Wheeler
Transform of S is usually generated by using the second method, i.e.,
by first constructing a suffix array. Such algorithm requires at most 4n
bytes of working space for the suffix array. Recently, several new, even
more efficient algorithms [33,34] were developed that reduce the
space required for the construction of the BWT.

The Burrows–Wheeler Transform is reversible which means that
the input string S can be exactly reconstructed from the Bwt string.
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The BWT inverse transform is obtained by constructing the additional
array of numbers T. By renumbering symbols of the Bwt string
according to the entries of T one obtains the original string S. As an
example of using the above algorithms let S= ‘cgagctgc’, then S
$= ‘cgagctgc$’, Bwt= ‘cgg$gctac’, T=(4, 8, 1, 6, 9, 2, 3, 5, 7).

Let [sp:ep] be a range of positions in the suffix array Pos, such that
contiguous suffixes between positions sp and ep share a common
prefix P. In other words P is a prefix of all suffixes S[Pos[sp], n], S[Pos
[sp+1], n], …, S[Pos[ep], n]. For a given pattern P and the
corresponding range [sp:ep] the BWT algorithm offers the possibility
to efficiently calculate the range [sp*:ep*] for a longer pattern P*
created by appending a symbol c in front of P (P*=cP). By recursively
applying the above mechanism one can easily find all exact
occurrences of any pattern P in a larger string S. Combining the
above recursion with the algorithm developed by Ferragina and
Manzini [23] allows calculating occurrences (i.e., number of occur-
rences and their positions) of the pattern P in S in O(m) time, wherem
is the length of P.
2.3. The algorithm

The algorithm described in this paper uses the idea of Ferragina
and Manzini [23] to calculate a succinct index obtained as a
compressed Bwt string. The space occupancy of the compressed Bwt
string is bounded by the entropy of the input sequence while the
space requirement of the auxiliary data is O((n/log n) log log n) bits
where n is the length of the input sequence. As a result, the whole
succinct index used by our BWtrs program very rarely requires more
than n bytes. The BWtrs Internet service, which uses the BWtrs
program, applies the succinct index mentioned above for searching
for exact occurrences of tandem repeats in the DNA sequence
provided by the user.

The recursive algorithm verifies the existence of the tandem repeat
of each repeated pattern. It starts with the empty pattern P and
recursively appends, in front of P, characters from the alphabet Σ. This
approach allows us to use the results from previous iteration and to
calculate the range of positions in the suffix array for the longer
pattern in constant time according to the idea of Ferragina and
Manzini [23].

The original algorithm by Pokrzywa [22] uses two auxiliary arrays,
namely the suffix array and the inverse suffix array to check if the
repeated pattern forms a tandem repeat. With the application of these
auxiliary arrays this can be checked in constant time and the
algorithm can find all occurrences of right-maximal tandem repeats
in O(n log n) time. The main drawback of the original algorithm by
Pokrzywa is its space occupancy. The suffix array and the inverse
suffix array need additional 4n bytes ofmemory each and that can be a
problem when working with long sequences.

Compared to the original algorithm [22], in the implementation
presented here, the auxiliary arrays (the suffix array and the inverse
suffix array) are not stored in the computer memory. This enables us
to save 8n bytes of memory. Since in the modified algorithm neither
the suffix array nor the inverse suffix array is directly available, then
the pattern to be searched for must be different. The idea is to search
for the occurrences of a pattern in the form ββc where β is a motif of a
tandem repeat and c is a character from the alphabet that differs from
the first character of β. One can easily see that searching for pattern of
the form ββc does not require access to the auxiliary arrays from [22].

The algorithm recursively calculates the range [i:j] of positions in
the suffix array corresponding to the pattern ββc and, in parallel, it
computes the range [k:l] corresponding to the pattern β. The
algorithm can immediately check the existence of the rearmost
tandem repeat ββ by comparing the calculated values of [i:j] and [k:l].
Clearly, the pattern β is the motif of the rearmost tandem repeat ββ if
the positions [i:j] are within the range [k:l], k≤ i≤ j≤ l.
The occurrence of the rearmost tandem repeat ββ is then extended
to the left until it forms the right-maximal tandem repeat of the motif
β. The algorithm checks if there is any additional occurrence of β
immediately preceding the rearmost tandem repeat in S. It uses the
succinct index based on the BWT algorithm to calculate the rank in the
suffix array of the longer pattern vββc in constant time, where v is the
character immediately preceding ββc in S. This step is repeated |β|
times to get the position r in the suffix array of the pattern δββc,
where δ is the substring of length |β| immediately preceding ββc in S.
To check if δ is equal to β and consequently it is a part of the tandem
array, the algorithm checks the condition k≤r≤ l. This procedure is
repeated until the condition k≤r≤ l is fulfilled.

Finally, the algorithm extends occurrence of the right-maximal
tandem repeat further to the left until it reaches the maximal tandem
repeat. The algorithm simply compares characters preceding the
right-maximal tandem repeat in the input sequence with the
characters of the motif β until it does not come across mismatch.
This step takes maximum of |β| comparisons of the characters.

Advantages of the presented algorithm over other methods for
searching for tandem repeats are (i) high speed, (ii) low memory
usage, thanks to which it is possible to analyze complete genomes of
the sizes of billions of bp, (iii) accuracy, compared to other algorithms
for searching for exact tandem repeats, our algorithms always finds
some tandem repeats overlooked by other tools, (iv) robustness, the
algorithm is insensitive to auxiliary symbols in the FASTA files, like N
or R, and (v) generality, the algorithm can be applied not only to
nucleotide sequences but also to other sequences, e.g., sequences of
symbols of amino-acids.
2.4. The service

Here we describe the BWtrs service — an efficient web-based tool
for large scale searching for exact tandem repeats in genomes. The
BWtrs service is implemented in Java language and runs on a standard
Tomcat servlet container without any local database. The BWtrs is
freely available for all users at http://bioinfo.polsl.pl/BWtrs and it is
organized as follows.

The BWtrs service offers three ways to submit a DNA sequence for
the processing. Input sequence can be pasted from the system
clipboard directly in the field “Paste from the clipboard”. It can be also
uploaded from the local computer to the server by entering local file
path in the field “Upload from a file”. In both cases the service accepts
a multiple sequence FASTA format [35]. By accepting multiple
sequences the user has the possibility to process more than one
sequence at once.

There is also another way to provide input sequence, by entering
their accession number in the GenBank. The BWtrs uses EFetch utility
[36] offered by the Entrez retrieval system to download nucleotide
sequence directly from the sequence database at NCBI. Downloading a
sequence directly from the GenBank is much faster than uploading it
from local computer.

The BWtrs service allows the user to specify several parameters for
the calculation algorithm: minimum length of the repeat motif
(“Minimum motif size”), maximum length of the repeat motif
(“Maximum motif size”), minimum length of the tandem repeat
(“Minimum repeat size”) and minimum number of the tandem
repeats of a motif (“Minimum repeat ratio”).

The output of the BWtrs service is the list of all tandem repeats in
the form of the report in the HTML format or as a flat text file. In both
cases the meaning of the columns is as follows: Start — the start
position of the tandem repeat in the sequence, End— the end position
of the tandem repeat in the sequence, Length— the length of themotif
of the tandem repeat, Ratio — the ratio between the length of the
motif and the length of the consensus repeat, andMotif— the motif of
the tandem repeat.

http://bioinfo.polsl.pl/BWtrs


Fig. 1. An example of overlapping tandem repeats, the first one with the motif ‘act’ and
the second one with the motif ‘ctgat’.
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3. Results

In this section we present samples of results obtained by our
service and comparisons to some of the results reported in other
studies.

In the first computational experiment we compared our service
with the modified version of the program Sputnik [31] when used to
search complete genomes of human and chicken for the occurrences
of exact tandem repeats. We used the assembled chromosomes of
human (Build Number: 37, August 4, 2009) and chicken from the
UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/). The comparison
of the total number of tandem repeats reported by the BWtrs service
and the program Sputnik in human and chicken genomes are
presented in Table 1.

Concerning the computational speed, the program Sputnik seems
to work slightly faster than the BWtrs. The limitation of the program
Sputnik already discussed, allows performing comparisons only for
tandem repeats of motif lengths 1–5. Entries of Table 1, which were
not possible to be filled up by the use the program Sputnik were left
empty. It can be seen in Table 1 that the number of di- through
pentanucleotide tandem repeats reported by both programs is
comparable. However there are differences in the number of
microsatellites reported by two programs. BWtrs always reports
larger number of microsatellites. We studied the cause of the
differences between outputs of the two programs and we have
discovered that they result from different handling of overlapping
tandem repeats. An example of overlapping tandem repeats, the first
one with the motif ‘act’ and the second one with the motif ‘ctgat’, is
shown in Fig. 1. The program Sputnik reports only one of the two
overlapping tandem repeats (the left one). For the data in Fig. 1
Sputnik would report only ‘act’. Our program, BWtrs, for data in Fig. 1
will report both tandem repeats, ‘act’ and ‘ctgat’.

A question arises, how abundant are overlapping tandem repeats?
We used our program to answer this question. Entries in Table 1
report numbers and percentages of both right and left overlapping
tandem repeats, in human and chicken genomes, with motifs of
lengths 2–10. One can see that overlapping tandem repeats comprise
quite substantial proportion of all tandem repeats in the studied
species, human and chicken. Interestingly, the proportion of over-
lapping tandem repeats, among all tandem repeats, quickly increases
Table 1
The comparison of the total number of tandem repeats reported by the BWtrs service and th
repeats in human and chicken genomes.

Length of the tandem
repeat motif

BWtrs Sputnik Left overlapping
tandem repeats

HUMAN
Dinucleotides 9621307 9256925 206525
Trinucleotides 1406512 1288856 47434
Tetranucleotides 569355 523474 63061
Pentanucleotides 162898 144082 17666
Hexanucleotides 51821 7439
Heptanucleotides 13019 2886
Octanucleotides 5371 1641
Nonanucleotides 2212 949
Decanucleotides 1586 811

11834081 348412

CHICKEN
Dinucleotides 2966030 2863266 29148
Trinucleotides 481825 454961 11127
Tetranucleotides 123987 114751 8238
Pentanucleotides 37789 34726 3920
Hexanucleotides 8538 1189
Heptanucleotides 2091 271
Octanucleotides 3651 632
Nonanucleotides 455 82
Decanucleotides 558 183

3624924 54790
with increasing motif length. This fact is further discusses in the
Discussion and conclusions section.

In the second example of using our service we compare genome
densities of tandem repeats for different species. In the paper [10] in
their Fig. 3, the authors present plots of genome-wide densities of
tandem repeats of motifs of different lengths versus repeat number,
for five different species, estimated on the basis of the use of the
Sputnik program. Generally for all species there is a negative
relationship between tandem repeat density and the motif length.
However, the character of this relationship is substantially different
when compared between different species. For tandem repeats with
motifs of short lengths, namely for di- and trinucleotides micro-
satellite density in chicken is lower than in other vertebrates.
However, for microsatellites with longer motif size, tetra- and
pentanucleotides this relation becomes inverted, microsatellite
density in chicken becomes substantially higher than in other
vertebrates. Using our program we were able to study whether this
relationship extends to microsatellites with even longer motif sizes,
hexanucleotides, heptanucleotides, … up to decanucleotides. To
achieve this, we used the BWtrs service to analyze complete
genomes of four organisms searching for the occurrences of exact
tandem repeats. The assembled chromosomes of human (Build
Number: 37, August 4, 2009), mouse (Build Number: 37, July 5,
2007) and chimpanzee (Build Number: 2, October 4, 2006) were
downloaded from the NCBI ftp site (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/
) and the version 2.1 (galGal3) of the chicken genome assembly was
downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.
edu/). Then the BWtrs was used for searching for the microsatellites
with the repeating motif of length two or longer. The summary of
the logarithms of the density of occurrences of tandem repeats,
in four organisms, versus the repeat length is presented in Fig. 2. The
densities in Fig. 2 were obtained by averaging over all chromosomes
of the genomes. One can observe that when moving from tetra- and
pentanucleotides to microsatellites with longer motifs, hexanucleo-
e program Sputnik in human and chicken genomes. Proportions of overlapping tandem

Left overlapping
tandem repeats (%)

Right overlapping
tandem repeats

Right overlapping
tandem repeats (%)

2.15 207466 2.16
3.37 47673 3.39

11.08 62634 11.00
10.84 17415 10.69
14.36 7573 14.61
22.17 2644 20.31
30.55 1474 27.44
42.90 846 38.25
51.13 687 43.32
2.94 348412 2.94

0.98 29096 0.98
2.31 11370 2.36
6.64 8174 6.59

10.37 3847 10.18
13.93 1162 13.61
12.96 253 12.10
17.31 616 16.87
18.02 99 21.76
32.80 173 31.00
1.51 54790 1.51

http://genome.ucsc.edu/
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/
http://genome.ucsc.edu/
http://genome.ucsc.edu/


Fig. 2. Comparison of the genome densities of di- through decanucleotide tandem repeats in four organisms in relation to repeating motif length.
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tides and longer, the values of densities of microsatellites in chicken
cease to exceed the values for microsatellites in other species
analyzed. The distributions become more homogeneous. Carefully
comparing our results with those from [10] we have also noticed
some discrepancies between plots of densities for di- through
pentanucleotides (although, generally the shapes of plots are
consistent one to another). In our opinion these discrepancies result
from an unintended shift in the vertical axes in plots in [10] (Fig. 3),
of approximately one unit. In contrast, we have observed good
agreement between our results and those reported in the supple-
mentary material in [10].

4. Discussion and conclusions

None of the existing algorithms and internet services offers the
possibility of analyzing tandem repeats at the scale and accuracy
comparable to our method. The efficiency of the existing algorithms
strongly depends on the searching mode. For searching for approx-
imate tandem repeats some of the existing algorithms are very fast
and efficient (e.g., Tandem Repeats Finder, mreps). However,
concerning the problem of searching for complete lists of perfect
tandem repeats, existing algorithms do not scale well with the
increase of the input data size. Analyzing data at the scale of whole
genomes, or even whole chromosomes was, up to now, either
impossible or substantially limited.

Our methodology makes only possible searching for exact
(perfect) repeats and ignores imperfect (approximate) repeats,
which is a limitation in the aspect of some applications. E.g.,
minisatellites often contain imperfect repetitions of motifs, which
are ignored by our algorithm. In the future we plan to add the option
of searching for imperfect repetitions by combining our algorithm
with the idea of dynamic programming.

For many applications a possibility of obtaining complete lists of
exact tandem repeats is very useful. A considerable potential in using
our tool is searching for DNA tandem repeat markers and for short
tandem repeats loci (motif size smaller than 10). When the length of
the motif is short, tandem repeats most often concern perfect
repetitions. Our method can support researches like searching for
short tandem repeat loci in newly sequenced data or comparing
positions of short tandem repeats between different assemblies or
between different genomes.

An important application of our program can be supporting studies
of evolutionary mechanisms behind tandem repeats in genomes by
providing reliable and precise data at the genome-wide scale.
Mechanisms acting in evolution of genomes are of great fundamental
interest and an area of numerous researches. There are two types of
mutation events contributing to the evolution of distributions of
tandem repeats in genomes, point-type mutations, which result in
substitutions and indels (insertions, deletions) at single bases in DNA,
and slippage-type mutations, which increase or decrease the number
of repeats in tandem repeat loci. Many models of slippage-type
mutations, described in the literature, do not allow for changing the
motif type. However, slippage-typemutations introducing newmotifs
are also conceivable. Both types of mutation events (genetic forces)
modify numbers of copies of motifs in tandem repeats loci. Many
papers, e.g., [10,37–40], were devoted to the research of these two

image of Fig.�2
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genetic forces in the aspect of the observed occurrences of tandem
repeats, their possible interactions (balance), mathematical models of
genome evolution versus observations. As emphasized e.g., in [10], an
important element in fitting mathematical models of evolution of
tandem repeat loci to experimental data is the risk of the occurrence
of the ascertainment bias following from the fact that only most
mutable and polymorphic loci are ascertained. Developing precise and
general tools like ours can provide data more suitable for analyses in
evolutionary studies, by avoiding biases which can result from
omitting of some tandem repeats.

Increasing proportions of overlapping tandem repeats with
increasing motif length, shown in our Table 1, are consistent with
some estimates concerning mechanisms of interactions between
point-type mutation and stepwise mutation. The probability that a
tandem repeat would result from point-type mutations, can be
estimated using binomial distributions [37,39]. This probability
quickly decreases with increasing motif length. This suggests that
tandem repeats with longer motifs, which are observed in the
genomes, should more often result from slippage events occurring
at already existing tandem repeat loci, which is consistent with
increasing proportions of overlapping tandem repeats reported in our
Table 1.
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